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 Q. Did you get a sense that these mixed severity sites were of actually mapable?
 (eg. did they tend to be at the lower elevations or the higher elevations of the 
 Montane Spruce) 
  
 A. We found that the strongest influence on the frequency of fire on this landscape 
 was the elevational gradient. Montane Spruce zone appears to be acting as an 
 ecotone not as a unit  that has a standard disturbance regime that is different from 
 the sub-alpine and different than the IDF, it’s an ecotone between them. As you 
 move higher in elevation then the frequency of fire becomes lower and  
 theoretically these fires would become more severe. So there is topographic  
 variable that have a significant influence. 
 
  Comment– It makes sense from what I have seen that your Biogeoclimatic 
  lines don’t follow what I would map as a natural disturbance regime. 
 
  Speaker counter-comment– This one of the challenges because we have 
  used such a coarse scale classification and we have super-imposed it onto our 
  vegetation classification, I think we have a misconnect (square peg into a 
  round hole) and then compounding mistakes on top of that. We should be 
  aware that we have tried to match up two systems that have some  
  fundamental differences.  
 
 Q. With climate change and the impacts of MPB is there a significant difference in 
 the intervals of fires or a switch from some of our areas being a low severity to a 
 high severity? 
 
 A. I can’t answer that question now; we can go with first principles and make 
 some hypothesis about it. One way we can look at that is to look at the past and 
 look at periods when we know when the climate was hotter and drier vs. cooler 
 and wetter. Goes to the map and shows/talks about a fires period from 1840-1880.  
 If we have warmer, drier conditions into the future because of global climate 
 change independent of AMO-PDO then maybe we will end up with more of a fire 
 regime that looks more like the one we saw between 1840 and 1880. There was a 
 lot of fires during this time. 
  
 Q. Should we be concerned with conserving some of our oldest trees from  
 harvesting within certain parts of the province? 
 
 A. We have OGMA’s but these are dynamic and are changing, they won’t stay this 
 way forever. I would be in support of creating more protected areas. 
 
  Comments– Could identify some of these trees (a certain number) within 
  each region and marking them with protection. 
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Lori Daniels - continued 
 
 Comment– In addition we have to reconstruct...MPB because lodgepole pine is a 
 short lived species……….if you like old lodgepole pine….. (too muffled to make out). 
 
 Q. How much within site variation would you find? 
 
 A. Our search areas were one hectare, he searched systematically through that 
 area and he mapped every tree that had a fire scar. On a one hectare area he had 
 20 sample sites, 2 sites had no external fire scars but had old growth structures 
 and close to riparian areas. The other sites we had anywhere from 6-122 fires 
 scars trees/ha. A lot of variability. We used a combination of random sampling and 
 subjective sampling to take the largest trees with the maximum number of fires 
 scars to get the longest history. We have done tests between the random sampling 
 and subjective sampling and found no significant difference in the representation of 
 the fire history. 
  
  Comment– If there was a way to have a very small within site variation, you 
  could potentially collect samples overtime as you harvest your land base, you 
  could collect a small number of samples off the landbase, every time you log 
  take a sample and develop a very good regional indication. 
 
  Speaker counter-comment– As you increase your sample size you  
  increase your chances of finding additional fire scars and finding another fire 
  event that affected your area so if you sample a one hectare area at one 
  place and then 20 ha at another area then you are more likely to find more 
  fire scars at the area where you sampled 20 ha than if you sampled one  
  hectare everywhere. Sample size is very important. Here we had one fire 
  every 10-26 years on a plot level and on the landscape level there is a fire 
  every 1-3 years and in the truth there is at least one fire every year in the 
  east Kootenays. So scale also becomes very important, which is why it be
  comes an issue to take disks off a log from a log sort yard. 
  
 Q. Have you done any synoptic work with AMO-PDO? (looking at synoptic scenarios 
 under the most recent fire records) 
 
 A. This is something that is underway right now, our collaborators are down at the 
 Missoula fire lab. We’ve acquired the fire records from CFS and we have been 
 working with the mapped fire record (location, size, distribution) and then looking 
 at the fire-climate relations. It is challenging because the instrumental record is 
 short so we are restricted and then there is bias in the fire records (eg. Fire  
 suppression). 
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Lori Daniels - continued 
 
 Q. What about synoptic meteorology in relation to fires? 
 
 A. Certainly, the fire behaviourists have that well under control. They can not  
 only predict fire when we are at high risk of fire on a day to day basis but on  
 an hourly basis in areas where fires are burning. We use that information on  
 a go/no-go for a prescribed burn 
 
 Q. We can predict whether or not we are in a El Nina or La Nina year, how does 
 that affect fire around the province?  
  
 A. Those are the types of tools that they are using in the southwest of the US 
 (Arizona). We are not quite there yet here in BC, we need a richer data set. We do 
 have preliminary results that lead towards that. There is similarities but also some 
 differences that need to be worked through, inconsistencies. 
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